
Category Variation

Type Transactional

Expected Time 11 working days

Fees Free of charge

Audience Government entities

About

Evaluating the security practices at the level of the digital infrastructure and digital services of government entities,
by searching for security vulnerabilities and trying to use them to access data and internal environment, and then
providing a report to the entity about the vulnerabilities that have been discovered, in order to close them before
attackers exploit them

Channels Mobile Application
TDRA Website

Payment
Channels

Not Available

Terms &
conditions

Giving TDRA access to the network and servers of the government entity requesting the service

  

Penetration Testing
About the Service/Feature
Evaluating the security practices at the level of the digital infrastructure and digital services of government entities, by searching for
security vulnerabilities and trying to use them to access data and internal environment, and then providing a report to the entity about
the vulnerabilities that have been discovered, in order to close them before attackers exploit them

Service steps
Step 1  Register with UAE Pass
Step 2  Submit a service request
Step 3  Receive the Rules of Engagement document from TDRA
Step 4  Fill-in the form and provide the required data
Step 5  TDRA will review the request and data provided
Step 6  Processing the penetration test
Step 7  Receiving the penetration test report
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Required
Documents

None

Results Require
Office Visit

No

Service package None

Service
Complexity Level

Complex

Service Outcome Report about the discovered or penetrated vulnerabilities, if any

Service
Connectivity
With Other
Services

None

Service
Limitation

None

Service Remark The Rules of Engagement document is shared with the concerned persons in the entity, as it contains all the
relevant information. In case of other inquiries, TDRA's team can be contacted.
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